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Extracorporeal support of ARDS was 
first applied in 1972. 

https://www.nejm.org/toc/nejm/286/12?query=article_issue_link


The first randomized trial ever performed in ALI/ARDS 
showed that patients treated with Extracorporeal support 
or with Conventional ventilation had similar mortality, 
equal to about 90%.



(JAMA 1986;256:881-886)

Extracorporeal CO2 removal with low-frequency ventilation proved a safe 
technique, and we suggest it as a valuable tool and an alternative to treating 
severe acute respiratory failure by conventional means.

Suggestion of 
benefit in 1980s

43 patients



A randomized study performed in 1994 (40 patients) did not show any survival 
benefit with extracorporeal CO2 removal support influenced by bleeding complications 



Despite the discouraging results, in Europe few centers continued to use 
V-V ECMO support as a last resource in selected series of patients



The rebirth of the technique, however, was due to its use as a rescue therapy 
during H1N1 flu epidemics in Australia and New Zealand in severely hypoxemic 
patients untreatable with conventional method

This report showed a survival rate higher than 70%



Interest in ECMO was renewed after the publication of CESAR trial in 2009.

Showed clear benefits on outcome when severely hypoxemic patients 
were treated within an expert high–case volume center (with ECMO 
capability) when compared with nonspecialized hospitals 

180 patients



➢ First, of the 90 patients assigned for consideration of ECMO, 22 ultimately 
did not receive ECMO.

➢ Secondly, although a lung protective ventilation strategy was 
recommended, it was not mandated, and therefore ventilation strategies 
could differ between patients. 

The CESAR trial: 

This study must therefore not be considered as a pure trial comparing 
ECMO with traditional mechanical ventilation, but more in the context of 
conventional management vs. management at an ECMO-designated center 



CONCLUSIONS:

Among patients with very severe ARDS, 60day mortality was not significantly lower with ECMO 

than with a strategy of conventional mechanical ventilation that included ECMO as rescue therapy

EOLIA ClinicalTrials

This conclusion was complicated by the large crossover rate 
from the control to the ECMO group for refractory hypoxemia



Without crossover, 

❑ it is likely that the absolute risk reduction between the 
intervention and control groups would have achieved 
statistical significance

EOLIA Clinical Trials



ECMO: THE EVIDENCE FOR ITS USE IN ARDS 



Great improvement of this technology primarily 
aiming at CO2 removal 

Conclusion:
➢ pECLA represents a 

feasible and effective 
treatment in patients 
with severe ARDS.

➢ Compared with pump-
driven systems pECLA is 
characterised by low 
costs and reduced 
personnel requirements.



Implanted pECLA system in one patient after 
multiple trauma. 

➢ iLA can be applied to the patient for up to 
29 days.

➢ Blood flow 0.5-4.5 l/min
➢ integrated CRRT connector
➢ High degree of biocompatibility thanks to 

heparin coating

➢ Flow sensor attached to the membrane 
system 

➢ The hose is connected to the O2 supply 



Conventional selection criteria for COVID-19–related 
ECMO should be used



❑The actual indications for ECMO depend on the patient’s 
need and the physician’s request. 

❑The choice of the technique may vary from low-flow bypass 
with CO2 removal to high-flow ECMO with total oxygenation 
support.

❑If the aim is the treatment of life-threatening hypoxemia, 
the clear-cut indication is high-flow V-V ECMO.

❑If the patient, however, presents with severe cardiac 
failure, V-A ECMO must be used.



Simplified schema of possible ARDS intervention 



Ideal candidates for ECMO are young patients with 
severe ARDS and no other organ dysfunction



It is designed to assist 
prediction of survival 
for adult patients 
undergoing ECMO for 
respiratory failure. 





Mechanical ventilation during ECMO
“ultra-protective lung ventilation”

➢FiO2 is reduced to 0.3 (or the lowest possible).

➢TV is decreased to 2– 4 ml/ kg of predicted body weight; 

many patients, however, have tidal volumes of 1< ml/ kg 

predicted body weight 

➢Respiratory rate < 10-15 / min (6-10)

➢ΔP is reduced to < 10 cmH2O.

➢PEEP can be gradually reduced to 10-15 cmH2o.



Clinical management 
and daily monitoring 
of ECMO for ARDS.

a Modified EOLIA settings with a set RR lower than in EOLIA

(Lipophilic)



2 recent retrospective series of severe ARDS 
patients showed that prone positioning, 

while on-ECMO demonstrated higher ECMO-
weaning and survival rates 





Future studies: 

❑ Timing of ECMO initiation in ARDS

❑ Sedation requirements

❑ Patients’ ability to ambulate 

❑ Use of spontaneous ventilation while on ECMO to reduce 
diaphragmatic dysfunction

❑ How long patients can be managed on ECMO and still have a 
chance for lung recovery 



RECOMMENDATIONS:

❑ The incorporation of low stretch ventilation, early muscle relaxants, and prone 
positioning should all be considered first-line therapies for ARDS (conventional 
care). 

❑ It is widely believed that a cohort of patients with severe ARDS would probably 
die without ECMO—this was demonstrated during the H1N1 influenza epidemic 
of 2009-10.

❑ To date, a mortality benefit of utilizing ECMO has not been demonstrated in 
ARDS. The major RCT (ELOIA) was terminated early, with a 28% crossover (to 
ECMO) rate probably confounding the data.  

❑ Any mortality benefit for ECMO is likely to be achieved in high-volume centers 
that have expertise in both conventional strategies and the use of ECMO. 


